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1. Application Idea: 
 
The ‘Beach Monitoring App’ aims at monitoring the swimming conditions at many beaches             
between one and five times per week. Measurements that are taken on-site can be used to                
develop a model that predicts bacteria levels and they are part of a standardized sanitary               
survey. The sanitary survey information helps public health professionals identify potential           
causes of contamination. The application needs to capture observations made at the beach.             
Often student interns are hired to collect data and most have access to a smartphone. In some                 
locations, WIFI or cellular signal may be limited so the app needs to be able to store the                  
collected information until the collector is within signal range to send the data to the               
centralized database or beach manager who then uses the data as inputs to the model. 
 
 

Scientist Information: 
Donalea Dinsmore - Water Resource Management Specialist 
Email: Donalea.Dinsmore at wisconsin.gov 
Office Phone: (608) 266-1926 
WI DNR, Division of Environmental Management 
 
 
 

App design and development team: 
 
 

Louis Barea lnbarea@mtu.edu 

Michael Gryzwa maqryzwa@mtu.edu 

Miles Martin mrmartin@mtu.edu 

Nicholas Muggio njmuggio@mtu.edu 

James Roznick jsroznic@mtu.edu 
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2. UI Domain: 
 
The Beach Monitoring App is a mobile application. The user runs this application on his               
mobile phone or tablet to record useful information. This UI provides a facility for users i.e,                
students or interns to record and send their observations to the database for further analysis               
by the scientists.  
 

 

3. Usability Heuristics: 
 
Heuristics Usability Principles, based on Jakob Nielsen: 
 
1. Visibility of system status: 
 
The system keeps the user informed about what is going on, through appropriate feedback              
within a reasonable time. 
 
Upon successful completion of a survey, the user is redirected to the homepage where he can                
check his status in the homepage under the head “Completed”. Also, if the user is unable to                 
complete his survey, his incomplete survey is visible in his homepage under the head “In               
Progress”.  
 

2. Match between system and real world: 
 
The system should speak the users' language, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to              
the user, rather than system-oriented terms. Follow real-world conventions, making          
information appear in a natural and logical order. 
 
The app should use a simple language which can be understood by students as well as                
interns. Also, it should be interesting and interactive so that the user does not lose interest                
while filling up the survey. 
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3. User control and freedom: 
Users often choose system functions by mistake and will need a clearly marked "emergency              
exit" to leave the unwanted state without having to go through an extended dialogue.              
Support undo and redo. 
 
If the user opens a page by mistake, he should be able to leave that page (exit/cancel                 
function) instead of pursuing to the end. In the app, the user has the option to edit or delete                   
the survey which is available in the homepage. 
 

4. Consistency and standards: 
 
Users should not have to wonder whether different words, situations, or actions mean the              
same thing. Follow platform conventions. 
 
The icons and terms used in the app should have the same meaning throughout the app. 
 

5. Error prevention: 
 
Even better than good error messages is a careful design which prevents a problem from               
occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone conditions or check for them and              
present users with a confirmation option before they commit to the action. 
 
There is currently no error prevention mechanism built into the app. For example, The user               
can enter any character or number they want.  
 

6. Aesthetic and minimalist design: 
 
Dialogues should not contain information which is irrelevant or rarely needed. Every extra             
unit of information in a dialogue competes with the relevant units of information and              
diminishes their relative visibility. 
 
The app should be designed very neatly and the lighting of the app should also be taken                 
care of since it is going to be used outdoors mostly.  
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7. Help users recognize, diagnose and recover from errors: 
 
Error messages should be expressed in plain language (no codes), precisely indicate the             
problem, and constructively suggest a solution. 
 
For any wrong input by the user, the app should generate an error message before               
proceeding to the next step. The message should be in simple english and can also suggest                
ways to fix the error. 
 

 

4. Usability problems identified in the Heuristic       
Evaluation(and some suggestions): 
 

1. Since the app is mostly used by beach-goers, the app should be usable in the sun. The                 
contrast should be set accordingly. 

 
2. If the user forgets his password, he should have the option to reset it. There should be                 

a “Forgot Password” option just in case the user forgets his password and should be               
allowed to reset it by sending a verification code or a temporary password to his               
registered email id or phone number.. 

 
3. Each page should be saved automatically when the “next” or “previous” button is             

clicked.  
 

4. There is no help/FAQ in the app. If the user has some query, he cannot clarify it since                  
this feature is not available. 

 
5. I suggest that there should be an introduction or tutorial for using the app in the                

beginning. This will help the user to understand how the app works and will feel               
comfortable using it. 

 
 

5. Critical Usability Concerns: 
 

1. All fields in the form are mandatory. If the user does not know the answer to a                 
particular question, he cannot leave it blank because he will not be able to submit it.                
I would suggest that the fields not be mandatory as the user may not be able to                 
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submit his form or he might just fill in an answer just to fill in the blank field. This                   
violates the User Control and Freedom. 

 
2. There is a high probability that users do not remember/enter their username/email            

Correctly. This violates “Error prevention ” and “Help users recognize, diagnose and           
recover from errors. ” 

 
3. In the homepage, the completed surveys list should have a sort according to date              

feature so that in future, if the user wants to check the surveys he has completed, he                 
does not have to keep scrolling to look for it. 

 
 

6. Usability Story: 
 

1. John opens the app but he cannot remember his password so he tries his luck with it                 
but unfortunately the app generates an error message saying “invalid password” but            
does not provide a solution where John can reset his password. 

 
2. Cathy, an intern, is filling out the survey and while doing so, she comes across a                

question for which she does not know the answer. Unfortunately, she is not able to               
submit the survey since all fields are mandatory. 

  
3. Sam, a beach lover, is out in the beach and is filling out a survey. Upon completion of                  

the second page, he hits the next button and suddenly meets his friend so he closes the                 
app. After an hour long talk with his friend, he goes back to filling up the form but                  
unfortunately, the first two pages of the survey are not saved and he has to fill it up                  
all over again. 
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